ONLINE Learning Guidance for Data Collections

Description

Self‐Directed Instruction

Facilitated Instruction

Self‐directed Computer‐Based
Instruction includes online course, locally
installed courseware and courseware
accessed remotely.

Facilitated Group Online Learning
Computer Based Instruction includes
online course, locally installed courseware
and courseware accessed remotely.

Blended Learning - A formal education
program that leverages both technologybased and face-to-face instructional
approaches, that include an element of online
or digital learning, combined with supervised
All instruction is by the computer program. All instruction is by the computer program. learning time, and student led learning, in
The software will give the grade for the
The software will give the grade for the
which the elements are connected to provide
student's performance.
student's performance. The facilitator is an integrated learning experience; and in
there to monitor and help the student, but which students are provided some control
does not deliver direct instruction.
over time, path, or pace. Teacher will give the
grade.

Who determines the Software is giving the grade.
student's grade?
Notes

Examples

Software is giving the grade.

Teacher will give the grade.

If an additional teacher is providing ESOL,
GIFTED, or SWD services, the additional
teacher must be reported as an
ADDITIONAL COURSE TEACHER CODE 1.
The services provided are then described in
ESOL DELIVERY MODEL, GIFTED DELIVERY
MODEL, SPECIAL EDUCATION DELIVERY
MODEL, or INCLUSION CODE.

If an additional teacher is providing ESOL,
GIFTED, or SWD services, the additional
teacher must be reported as an ADDITIONAL
COURSE TEACHER CODE 1. The services
provided are then described in ESOL DELIVERY
MODEL, GIFTED DELIVERY MODEL, SPECIAL
EDUCATION DELIVERY MODEL, or INCLUSION
CODE.

Student is taking an online course or using Student is taking an online course or using Student is taking an online course or using
courseware without a teacher or
courseware with a facilitator.
courseware with a teacher or facilitator.
facilitator.

Is this an online,
virtual or distance
learning course?

Yes
(ONLINE COURSE = 'Y')

Course Number
COURSE TEACHER
CODE

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, XX.3, XX.4
444‐44‐4444

ADDITIONAL
COURSE TEACHER
CODE

Blended Learning

Yes
(ONLINE COURSE = 'Y')

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, XX.3, XX.4 XX.8, XX.9
444‐44‐4444

SSN
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Yes
(ONLINE COURSE = 'Y')

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, XX.3, XX.4 XX.8, XX.9
SSN

SSN
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Description

GAVS Direct Instruction

Direct Instruction

Classroom Teacher

Direct Instruction with certified teacher,
using computer - based instruction for GAVS
virtual courses. Primary Teacher is the
teacher of record.

Direct Instruction with certified teacher,
computer - based instruction includes
online, distance learning, or virtual
courses. Primary Teacher is the teacher
of record.

Classroom Teacher that uses
courseware or online resources and tools
as part of instruction. The classroom
teacher provides direct instruction and is
the teacher of record.

Teacher will give the grade.

Teacher will give the grade.

If the teacher has the appropriate
credentials and the program criteria are
met, it is preferred that the course number
for the program instruction type (i.e. XX.1,
XX.2, etc) is reported. Not reporting xx.3
will not generate an error.

If the teacher has the appropriate
credentials and the program criteria are
met, it is preferred that the course
number for the program instruction type
(i.e. XX.1, XX.2, etc) is reported. Not
reporting xx.3 will not generate an error.

If an additional teacher is providing ESOL,
GIFTED, or SWD services, the additional
teacher must be reported as an
ADDITIONAL COURSE TEACHER CODE 1.
The services provided are then described
in ESOL DELIVERY MODEL, GIFTED
DELIVERY MODEL, SPECIAL EDUCATION
DELIVERY MODEL, or INCLUSION CODE.

Courses taken through GAVS.

Courses offered online at another school Traditional classroom that incorporates
within the district, state, or out of state. online content and uses technology in
instruction.

Who determines the Teacher will give the grade.
student's grade?
Notes

Examples

Is this an online,
virtual or distance
learning course?

Yes
(ONLINE COURSE = 'Y')

Yes
(ONLINE COURSE = 'Y')

No
(ONLINE COURSE = 'N')

Course Number
COURSE TEACHER
CODE

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, XX.3, etc
222-22-2222
(all 2s is for GAVS online teacher)

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, XX.3, etc
SSN or 333‐33‐3333
(all 3s is for online teacher when no SSN
is provided)

XX.0, XX.1, XX.2, etc
SSN

ADDITIONAL
COURSE TEACHER
CODE

Must be SSN of District teacher

possible

SSN
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